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Abstract
The present report includes data for the 51 cities in the United States with populations of 250,000 or more in
1960, their 48 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas,l and the two Standard Consolidated Areas of New
York-Northeastern New Jersey and Chicago- Northwestern Indiana. The analytical summary which follows,
however, discusses the data for 45 Areas only; excluded are the Honolulu SMSA, for which historical data are
not available in the detail needed, and the four SMSAs included in the SCAs mentioned above.
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PREFACE
This report is one in a series designed to study migration to
large metropolitan areas and certain of their component parts.
Previous reports have been primarily technical in nature, dealing
witp some of the adjustments required to put census data in a form
suitable for historical analysis. The present report contains the
first of our sets of basic data, estimates of net intercensal
migration to the areas we are studying, and a summary of some of
our preliminary findings from these data. Subsequent reports will
present data on migration for the 5-year period 1955-1960 and on
life-time migration, based on unpublished tabulations of the 1960
Census of Population, and will analyze the interrelations among
these data, the data for net intercensal migration shown here, and
migration tabulations from earlier censuses. Other reports in the
series will explore the association between migration, on the one
hand, and other economic and social characteristics of areas, on
the other, and will examine the labor force and occupational char-
acteristics of migrants insofar as available data make this
possible. A report on net intercensal migration among states for
the 1950-1960 decade is also planned.
The whole study has been made possible by an initial grant
from the Ford Foundation and a continuing grant from the National




our gratitude. Grateful acknowledgment is also made to the staff
of the Population Division of the United States Bureau of the
Census for their cooperation in making available certain essential
tabulations. Professor Donald Bogue, of the Community and Family
Study Center, University of Chicago, was extremely generous in
providing us with his estimates of the effects of territorial annex-
ations to cities for the 1940-1950 decade and also with his estimates
of the effects of the change in enumeration procedure for college
students. Without his contribution our lives would have been
considerably more complicated and our study considerably slower in
coming out.
The report has benefited greatly from the advice of Dr. Hope T.
Eldridge of the Population Studies Center staff. Special thanks are
also due to Mrs. Lydia Christaldi, who is responsible for the Charts
and for much of the statistical work, to Joseph Henry, who prepared
the report for reproduction, and to other members of the statistical-
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SUMMARYOF FINDINGS
The present report includes data for the 51 cities in the
United States with populations of 250,000 or more in 1960, their
48 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas,l and the two Standard
Consolidated Areas of New York-Northeastern New Jersey and Chicago-
Northwestern Indiana. The analytical summary which follows,
however, discusses the data for 45 Areas only; excluded are the
Honolulu SMSA, for which historical data are not available in the
detail needed, and the four SMSAs included in the SCAs mentioned
above.
I. Population growth in the 4S Areas.
The 4S Areas included 44 percent of the population of the con-
terminous United States in 1960 and close to 70 percent of those
living in all Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas at that date.
As the following data indicate, rates of growth in these Areas have
been greater than those for the United States over each of the last
three decades, but have reflected rates for all SMSAs very closely:
1 The smaller number of SMSAs arises from the fact that three SMSAs
include two cities of 250,000 or more each: Los Angeles and Long
Beach, Calif., Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn., and San Francisco
and Oakland, Calif. Data for one city below the 250,000 class
(Nashville, Tenn., and its SMSA) are also included in the Refer-













Note: For two areas slight differences in coverage exist
between "All SMSAs" and "45 Areas": Boston is defined
in terms of county rather than township boundaries in
the "45 Areas" data; and two Ne\<1Jersey counties
(Middlesex and Somerset) in the New York-Northeastern
New Jersey Standard Consolidated Area are not included
in any SMSA. Ho\~ver, these differences would not
affect significantly the comparison made here.
Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Popula-
tion: 1960, Final Report PC(l)-lB, Table 44; Final
Report PC(3)-lD, Table 1; Final Report PC(l)-lA,
Tables 24, 31, 32; U.S. Census of Popula!J9n=- __194Q,
Vol. I, Table 3 for states.
Growth rates more rapid than those for the United States have
occurred in the 45 Areas not only for total population but also
for each of the four population segments with whose migration we
are concerned in the present report. As Table 1 indicates, the
ratio of gro~~h rates in the Areas to those in the nation have con-
sistently been above 100, although for whites in the decade of the
1930s the differences were small.
The respective contributions of natural increase and net
migration to the growth of the 45 Areas and the different roles
played by each are indicated roughly in Table 2. Here the actual
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Table 1
Percent Intercensa1 Increase in Population 10 Years of Age and over,
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Sources: See section on Methodological Procedures.
net gain in the enumerated population 10 years of age and over
between each pair of censuses is compared with that to be expected
from aging of the total population enumerated at the initial date.
whites, the impact of the depression of the 1930s is seen in
the relatively low net in-migration during that decade
Table 2
Observed and Expected Populations and Net Intercensal Migration,
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1 The difference between the observed population in 1940 shown for the 1930-
1940 decade and that shown for the 1940-1950 decade arises from the fact
that 1940 data for the second decade have been adjusted to take account of
the change in enumeration procedure for college students between 1940 and
1950 (see below, p. 65).
Note: Line 4 equals line 2 minus line 1; line 5 equals line 3 minus line 1;
line 6 equals line 4 minus line 5.
Sources: See section on Methodological Procedures.
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(1.2 million as compared with 3.4 million in the 1940s and 3.3
million in the 1950s) and the relatively low expected gain (or
"natural increaselt) occurring in the follovJingdecade (2.2 million
as compared with 3.3 million in the 1930s and 5.3 million in the
1950s) when the low birth cohorts of the 1930s entered the popula-
tion aged 10 and over. In contrast, the high birth rates of the
19405 resulted in a very substantial "expected" gain to the 10+.
population in the 1950s, so that, although the absolute level of
net migration was virtually the same for the 1940 and 1950 decade,
migration contributed 61 percent of population increase in the
19405 and 39 percent in the 1950s. To summarize, population gains
for whites 10 years of age and over in the 45 Areas came primarily
from natural increase during the 1930s and 1950s and primarily from
migration during the 1940s but the factors underlying the oscil-
lation of the percentages in the last bank of data in Table 2 differ
among the decades. For the 1930s, it is undoubtedly the deficiency
in migration that gives dominance to natural increase, whereas in
the 19505 it may vlell be an ltexcessll of natural increase, repre-
senting a catching up over the deficiency in natural increase of
the previous decade. Similarly, it may be the deficiency in natural
increase that gives rise to the reversal of the pattern of dominance
in the 1940s. Somewhat more substance may be given to these slightly
mystical speculations when \~ came to analyse the age patterns of
net migration later on.
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For Negroes, the picture presented by the data of Table 2
differs substantially from that for whites. As one would antic-
ipate, migration has always played the dominant role in population
increase here. Hovrever, it is notable that relative to the popu-
lation at the initial date of each decade (second bank of data),
expected gain has been a steadily increasing percent and is higher
than the comparable proportion for whites for the two most recent
decades. The slight decline in the absolute amount of net migration
to these Areas during the 1950s as compared with the 19405, may
reflect the fact that Negro migration is not as highly concentrated
towards the largest urban centers, represented by our 45 Areas, as
it previously was. But the sharp decline in the relative contribu-
tion of net migration to gro\1th arises from the fact that the urban
Negro population is now generating its o~mgrowth, through "natural
increase, 11 as a result of higher birth rates and a more normal age
distribution.
With this brief summary on the contributions of natural increase
and net migration to the growth of the 45 Areas as background, we
turn now to an examination of the migration data as such, and par-
ticularly to rates of migration.
II. Net migEation to the 45 Areas combined.
The problem of the proper base for computation of migration
rates has plagued demographers for a number of years. We have not
~-
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attempted to solve it here but have, somewhat arbitrarily, chosen
two bases, primarily on the grounds of convenience. In fact,
however, our experiments with a variety of bases indicate that the
patterns over time and by age are essentially the same whichever of
the several reasonable bases are used.
The t\'lO bases' to which \'Je have related our data are: (1) the
United States population in the specified cohort at the end of the
decade; and (2) the population expected, on the basis of survival
ratios, in a given area at the end of the decade. For the first of
these the data used in deriving the Census Survival Ratios and
presented (or cited) below, in the section on Methodological Pro-
cedures, provided the bases. The advantage of this type of base
to us is that it can also be used in the analysis of other migration
data (for example, the 5-year migration data from the 1960 Census).
!
j
On the other hand, we are also interested in the impact of
migration on the Areas under study and for this purpose our second
denominator, population expected if no in- or out-migration had
occurred, seems the most satisfactory rate base.
In Tables 3 and 4 the age breakdo\vns of the net migration totals
presented in Table 2 are shown and in Tables 5 and 6 these figures
are expressed as rates per 1000 United States' population at the
end of the decade. These data and the material plotted on Chart 1
make it evident that net migration to the 45 Areas conforms to
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Source:
Reference Tables I, II, III.
vTable 4
Net Intercensa1 Migration to 45 Areas, Negroes, 10 Years of Age and over,
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Table 5
Rates of Net Intercensal Migration to 45 Areas per 1000 United States Population











































Data of Table 3 related to United States base populations for whites, described in section on Metho-
dological Procedures.
Table 6
Rates of Net Intercensa1 Migration to 45 Areas per 1000 United States Population



















































Data of Table 4 related to United States base populations for Negroes, described in section on Metho-
dological Procedures.
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what we have come to think of as the classic age pattern of migra-
tion, that is, that it reaches a peak in the early adult ages and
falls sharply thereafter, in this case, in fact, becoming net out-
migration for some groups. This generalization holds true for
whites and Negroes, for males and females, and for each of the
three decades under consideration, despite the very major differ-
ences in the economic climate prevailing among the three time
periods. As Table 2 indicated, there were very substantial increases
in the size of the net migration total for both whites and Negroes
between the 1930-1940 decade and the 1940-1950 decade. Tables 3
and 4 show that this increase occurred in virtually every age-sex-
color group, although there ~rere variations in the degree of
increase. In contrast, the declines in the overall totals that
occurred between the second two decades, 1940-1950 and 1950-1960,
are a net balance of increases in some age groups and decreases in
others.
The differences between the second two decades for ~mites are
particularly interesting. What is apparently occurring is an
increasing tenden~y for the net balance of migration to tip outwards
from these large Areas as people reach retirement age. Net out-
migration in the ages above 64 characterized the data for some two-
thirds of our Areas in the 1950-1960 decade and although a number
of Areas, notably those in Florida, southern California and the
- 14 -
Southwest, had large in-migrant balances in these ages, these
growth Areas did not attract enough of the group to counterbalance
the losses in other sections, as the following summary of gains
and losses indicates:
White Population in 45 Areas, Aged 65 and over at End of Decade
(in 1000s)
Net gains from inter-Net losses from inter-Net int rcensal
Decade
c nsal migration tocensal migration tomigration to all
gaining Areas







Sources: Reference Tables I, II, III.
Each of these figures is, of course, a net balance and one is on
hazardous ground in interpreting them as indicating that the group
is increasingly Ilmigratoryll. Moreover, since the base population
contributing to this movement, that is, the total population aged
65 and over, has increased substantially both relatively and abso-
lutely, the increase in the rate of net loss is some\~hat less than
one might infer, at first glance, from the above data. Nevertheless,
as Table 5 shows, the rate has also been affected.
Since the total decline in net migration of the vmite population
10 years of age and over to these Areas when the 1940s are compared
- 15-
with the 19505 is considerably less than that for those aged 65
and over, it is clear that the net balance for the younger ages
has increased. Net intercensal migration for whites aged 10-54
over the three periods is as follows:











Sources: See sources for Table 5.
As these data show, however, despite the increase in numbers,
the rate of net in-migration declined from its 1940-1950 level since
the increase in the base population was relatively greater than the
increase in net intercensal migration. One might interpret this
as indicating that a slight decline in the drawing power of these
Areas occurred but, in fact, a closer examination of the data does
not necessarily warrant such a conclusion.
As we have noted above, it is "rell established that the pro-
pensity to migrate is greatest in the young adult ages and our data
show that net migration to the 45 Areas has conformed to this
pattern. Net gains in the three age groups 20-24, 25-29, and 30-34
- 16 -
are, in general, substantially greater than those in any other ages.
The relevant point in the present context is that there was a
tlshortagell of persons in these ages, and particularly of those aged
20-29, in the United States in 1960, as a result of the low birth
rates during the 19305. This shortage was so great among the white
population as to actually cause a decline in numbers aged 20-34,
from 32.3 million in 1950 to 30.6 million in 1960. Since over the
same interval the total white population aged 10 and over was
increasing from 111.2 million to 127.9 million, the proportion
those aged 20-34 formed of the total 10 and over fell from 29 percent
to 24 percent, and the weight of their behavior in influencing
overall totals decreased accordingly. To summarize, then, the
failure of the 45 Areas to attract the white population of the
nation in as great proportions during the 1950s as they had in the
previous decade undoubtedly resulted partly from the deficiency in
the size of the base population to whom these Areas have always
been most attractive.
The above discussion leads quite naturally to an investigation
of what the picture might have been in the absence of the demographic
"complicationstl introduced by the low birth rates of the 19305.
To do this, we have taken the United States population aged 10
years and over in 1940 as our base and standardized the 1950 and
1960 populations to its age composition. Applying the rates of net
c •.• .~_~ ._.~
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intercensal migration for each age group (presented in Tables 5 and 6)
to these standardized population yields the estimated net intercensal
migration to the 45 Areas that might have occurred if there has been
no change in the age structure of the United States' population.
These figures are presented in Table 7.
The effect on the net migration figures is dramatic:
Net Intercensal Migration, White Population
10 Years of Age and over
Number
Original
Rate per 1000 United States

















Sources: Tables 3 and 7; rate bases for ltoriginalll data are United
States populations described in section on Methodological
Procedures; rate bases for I1standardized" data are stand-
ardized populations described in text.
For the 1940-1950 decade, net migration is raised by only 150,000
but for the 1950-1960 decade it is raised by 650,000 and the overall
rate is increased by some 20 percent 50 that it no longer differs
noticeably from that for the previous decade. As our earlier dis-
cussion indicated, this is the, joint result of increasing the pro-




migration is in\1ard at the greatest rate, and decreasing the pro-
portion in the oldest ages, \~1ere the balance of migration is out-
ward. On a standardized population base the data shown previously
for specific age groups is changed as follows:
Net Intercensa1 Migration to 45 Areas, \rlhite Population
Standardization for age composition also affects the data for
Negroes and turns the decline between the 1940s and 1950s in numbers
Sources: Tables 3 and 7; rate bases for llorigina111 data are United
States populations described in section on Methodological
Procedures; rate bases for IIstandardizedlT data are stand-
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increase. But the effects are not great enough to reverse the



























The standardized data presented here help illuminate the pos-
Net Intercensal Migration to 45 Areas, Negro Population
Rate per 1000 United
States population in
Number (in 1000s) specified age group
Original Standardized Original Standardized
must always be interpreted with caution. We have no way of deter-
tion here as in many other fields of social and economic analysis
rates of the 1930s, on migration. But the results of standardiza-
of net in-migrants to the 45 Areas for those aged 20-34 into an
overall picture or to change the direction of the trend in rates:
Sources: Tables 4 and 7; rate bases for "original" data are United
States populations described in section on Methodological
Procedures; rute bases for "standardized" data are stand-







mining the extent to vmich age-specific rates for a particular time
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period are affected by the very factors we are "standardizingl!
out of consideration. Thus the 15 percent increase in the rate
of net intercensal migration for white females aged 20-24, from
79 per 1000 in 1940-1950 to 91 per 1000 in 1950-1960 (Table 5),
may be associated with the great shortage of young women available
for the clerical jobs that they had traditionally filled, a situ-
ation that forced employers to increase the attractiveness of such
jobs; or, on the other hand, perhaps the rate would have increased
even more if this same shortage had not caused areas of out-migration
to increase the attractiveness of local jobs in order to hold these
young vromenat home. In other words, the age composition of the
base population may playa major role in determining the rates
which the process of standardization implies are entirely independent
of it.
III. Net migration patterns by Area.
The previous discussion has, in effect, put the emphasis on
the drawing power of the 45 Areas with respect to the population of
the country.l We turn now to a very brief examination of the impact
1 We have ignored the factor of foreign immigration to these areas,
largely because our data are not in a form to permit such analysis.
However, it is probably safe to assume that the bulk of the migra-
tion discussed here has come from internal sources and that net
migration from foreign countries to these Areas within the time
span specified has played a relatively small role. In any event,
the basic patterns and trends outlined would remain unaffected.
- 22 -
of migration on the receiving Areas. As comparison of Table 8 with
Tables 5 and 6 indicates, the levels of rates of migration are, of
course, considerably higher when the population expectedl in the 45
Areas at the end of the decade is used as the denominator of the
rate fraction rather than the entire population of the country. But,
among whites at least, the basic patterns and trends are much the
same whichever base is used. For the total population 10 years and
over, there is a large increase in the rate between the 1930-1940
and the 1940-1950 decades, follo~red by some drop in the next period.
Again, however, an increase is observable for those aged 20 to 34
and these are also the age groups experiencing the greatest rates
of net gain. Among Negroes, too, the general patterns are the same
on both bases - but the drop between the 1940s and the 1950s is
much more precipitous \'lhen the "receivingll population is the base
(as in Table B) than when the national total is used (as in Table 6).
As we have mentioned before, sufficient Negro ~opulation is already
present, as a result of earlier migrations, to provide for some
natural gro\~h in these Areas and to increase the base population
to which the new migrants are added.
1 The expected population is obtained by surviving the population
enumerated at the previous census, using the Census Survival
Ratios, as discussed belo~l (p. 59 ff.) .
•
Table 8
Rates of Net Intercensal Migration to 45 Areas per 1000 Expected Population,













































Sources: Data of Tables 3 and 4 related to populations of 45 Areas, adjusted as described
in section on Meth dological Procedures.
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The rates indicating the impact of netmi~ation on the receiv-
ing Area are perhaps most meaningful for specific areas. We canhot
undertake here a detailed analysis on an area-by-area basis but the
rates sho\~ in Table 9 may be useful in assessing how widespread
some of the patterns revealed by the summary data discussed above
have been.
A. Patterns for whites: Table 9 presents rates of net inter-
censal migration per 1000 expected population for whites aged 10
years and over and for those aged 20 to 34 for each of the 4S Areas
and for the total of the Areas in each of the four major regions.
These regional totals are not very meaningful in themselves but
serve some function in summarizing data for sets of Areas.
Perhaps the most immediately striking aspect of Table 9 is the
consistency with ~mich rates for persons aged 20 to 34 exceed those
for the total 10 years and over by a substantial margin. Only two
Areas differ markedly from this pattern: Pittsburgh and Tampa-St.
Petersburg. Pittsburgh has been an Area of heavy net out-migration
over each of the three decades and in the t~ro most recent intervals
it has apparently been losing young adults more rapidly than it has
persons at other ages. It is interesting to note in this connection
that the other Area of consistent loss, Boston, has not had this
experience, having lost its young adults at a lower rate than that
prevailing for the overall population.
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Table 9 (Continued)10 years of age and over
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Table 9 (Continued)10 years of age and over
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Tampa-St. Petersburg's deviation from the general pattern
arises from its importance as an area of retirement for the older
population; there has been substantial net in-migration at every
age but the volume, as well as the rate, of in-migration for those
over 60 has been greater than that for younger persons.
A third Area, Phoenix, deviates slightly from the general
pattern in the 1940-1950 decade. Although Phoenix has also been a
receiving Area for the population of retirement age, the high rate
for overall net in-migration relative to the rate for those aged
20-34 apparently arises mostly from a large net in-migration of
persons aged 35 to 44. This phenomenon is observable for the 1950-
1960 decade as well as for the 1940s (cf. Table I, p. 75 ff.), and is
substantiated for the more recent decade by the 5 year migrat~on
data from the 1960 Census of population.l Explanation of this
peculiarity must await analysis of related materials for Phoenix.
1 Comparison of United States data for interstate white migrants,
as published.in U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Popula-
tion: 1960, Detailed Characteristics, United States Summary, Final
Report PC(l)-lD, p. 368, with unpublished Census tabulations for
interstate white migrants to the Phoenix SMSA, shows that migrants
to Phoenix have an age distribution that differs from the average:











Aside from these three cases, every Area over each decade
shows a higher rate of net in-migration for 20 to 34 year olds
than for total 10 years and over, or, in the case of net out-
migration, a lower rate of net out-migration. In several instances
net out-migration for the total becomes net in-migration when data
refer to 20-34 year olds only.
For most of the 45 Areas, as for all of them combined, the
rate of net in-migration for whites 10 years of age and over, when
expected population is used as a base, was greatest in the 1940-
1950 decade.l Twenty-six Areas fall in this category, as compared
with five which had their highest rates in the 1930-1940 period and
14 with highest rates in the 1950s. In terms of absolute numbers
of migrants the distribution between the two most recent decades is
somewhat more equal, however, with 22 having greatest numbers in the
1940s, 21 in the 1950s, and t\10 (New York and Pittsburgh) in the 1930s.
When we look at the rates for white persons aged 20-34 in
Table 9 we find a similar peaking for the 1940-1950 period, with
23 Areas highest then, as compared with 6 in the 19305 and 16 in
the 19505. These results are not as in accord with our findings
for the 45 Areas combined as those for persons aged 10 and over.
As noted above, when the Areas are combined there is a slight
increase in rate for the 1950s. This diversity in pattern arises
from the behavior of rates in the largest Areas, particularly
New York and Chicago, both of which have rates for this age group
in the 1950s that are more than double their comparable rates in
the 19405.
lOr, in the case of Boston, the rate of net out-migration was
lowest.
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One rather interesting finding emerges when the net migration
data are arranged by rank order of total population in the Area:
in terms of the absolute size of the net migration, the largest
Areas are somewhat more successful in attracting (or holding) white
persons aged 20-34 than they are in attracting those aged 10 and
over as a whole. For example, the New York Standard Consolidated
Area, ranking first in population size, ranks 43rd in net migra-
tion of those aged 10 and over but is second ranking with respect
to net migration for the 20-34 year-olds in the 1950-1960 decade;
and the second ranking Area, the Chicago SCA, is number 23 for the
10 and over, but number 3 for those aged 20-34. If we compute the
mean difference in rank between population size and net migration
for the 10 and over, on the one hand, and between population and















The theoretical minimum for these differences is, of course, 0
(when the association between net migration and population size
is perfectly direct) and the theoretical maximum is 22.5 (when the
i
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association between net migration and population size is perfectly
inverse) •
If we push this comparison a little farther and actually
compute the coefficients of rank correlation (Kendallts tau) we get
the following results:















In other words, there is no association at all between net
migration for those 10 years of age and over and size of Area; but
there is significant association between net migration for those
in the young adult ages and size of Area.
The remarkable stability in the two sets of coefficients over
the three decades suggests that a similar stability in the relative
drawing powers of the Areas probably also exists. This is in fact
confirmed by comparison of the rankings at the three dates. The
inter-decade coefficients of rank correlation for absolute amount
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When we turn to a consideration of rates - that is, from con-
A number of students have observed a tendency for the largest
Rank for Total Population Size and:
by the absolute size of net migration to consideration of the
we would ~ priori have expected rates of net migration to be
expected negative signs appear in each instance below, the coef-
ficients are so low as to preclude any definite finding.
sideration of the relative Ilattractivenessll of an Area as measured
impact of net migration on the Area - our results are somewhat
vailing during each of the three decades and the variation in rates
of economic change in different regions of the nation, the persist-
ence of patterns indicated by these coefficients is striking.
inversely correlated with size of Area. However, although the
When one considers the major differences in economic climate pre-
On the other hand, \'Jhen vJe correlate rates at any two pairs of dates
~reagain find the high coefficients that characterized the data on
absolute size of net migration:
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In other vrords, by and large the $ame Areas had the highest rates of
net migration over each of the three decades- but there is no firm
evidence that the size of the Area was inversely or directly associ-
ated with these rates.
B. Patterns for Ne~roes: As Table 9 indicates, rates of net
intercensal migration for Negroes, like those for whites, are con-
sistently higher for those aged 20-34 than for all persons 10 years
of age and over. The only exceptions are in certain Areas of out-
migration, Pittsburgh and Memphis in the most recent decade and
Birmingham and Tulsa in 1940-1950 as v~ll as 1950-1960, where the
rates are lower (that is, rates of net loss are larger) for the
young adults.
For both age categories, peak rates are attained in the 1940-
1950 decade for the majority of Areas (29 out of 45 for the 10+ and
26 out of 45 for the 20-34). The extremely high rates character-
izing the western Areas particularly, in this decade, reflect the
very low base populations to which the considerable influx of
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migrants was added. In terms of absolute size of net migration
the differences between the last two decades are not nearly as
clear cut: for those 10 years of age and over, 19 Areas had highest
numbers in 1940-1950 and 21 in 1950-1960, while for the 20-34, 19
Areas were highest in the former decade and 19 in the latter.
The traditional destinations of Negro migrants from the South'
have been the largest northern Areas and our results confirm this
finding on a more generalized basis. When size of Area is correl-
ated with amount of net migration, the coefficients are as follow:














By and large, Negroes are attracted in greater numbers to the
larger Areas, at least within the framework of the Areas included
in our study. The slightly lower degree of association occurring
in the 1930-1940 decade reflects the greater relative importance
of net migration to some of the southern Areas during this period,
a finding which may, in turn, reflect the dampening influence of
the depression on longer distance migration.
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The closeness of the above coefficients indicates one of the
major differences between net migration patterns for whites and
Negroes. Among Negroes, net migration for all persons 10 years of
age and over and that for those aged 20-34 parallel each other -
that is, Areas attracting relatively large numbers in one age cate-
gory do so in the other also, whereas for whites, as we noted
earlier, this is not true. We have not yet attempted a comprehen-
sive analysis of age patterns with respect to specific Areas but
it seems likely that such a study would reveal more uniformity
among Areas for Negroes than for whites, at least in those Areas
with sizeable Negro net migration.
Unlike the absolute amount of net migration, the rate of net
migration per 1000 expected population for Negroes shows no sig-
nificant association with size of Area, as the following coefficients
indicate:
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But again rates for each pair of censuses do show some association,
although here it is somewhat less marked than for whites:
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Rank for Total Population Size and:
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tion is highest in the largest Areas, but that rates of net migration,
perhaps in part because of the base used to compute them, show no
association with size of Area.
IV. Net migration to cities and rings of 45 Areas
As we noted at the beginning, we are not undertaking any anal-
ysis of the city and ring data on net intercensal migration in the
present report. Nevertheless, for the convenience of the reader,
we have combined the figures for the 50 cities of 250,000 and over
that are included in the 45 Areas and for the residuals - or TlringsTl -
of these Areas, for the two decades for which we obtained estimates.l
These data are shovm in Table 10 and 11 and in Chart II and the
picture they present suggests a number of interesting avenues for
further exploration. For Negroes the two decades are very similar,
1 It is perhaps wise to include a reminder here that we have handled
the problem of changing city boundaries by defining the cities in
terms of their boundaries at the beginning of each decade, and
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Source: Reference Table I.
Table 11
Net Intercensal Migration to 45 Areas, their Central Cities and Rings,
Persons 10 Years of Age and over, by Color, 1940-1950(in thousands)
Age at end
































with the great bulk of net migration going, as one Itlould anticipate,
to the central city. The slight increase in the figures for the
rings may presage a trend but it is hardly significant for the
period covered. For whites, however, the tremendous increase in
"interchangell betvJeen cities and rings underlying the apparent
stability for the Areas as a whole is very striking.l Equally
interesting, especially in the light of the earlier discussion
of age patterns, is the relationship of the peak ages of net migra-
tion among the three geographic units. For both decades, net in-
migration of whites is highest for the cities at ages 20-24, highest
for the rings at ages 30-34, and highest for the Areas as a whole
at ages 25-29. These differences, and the relatively large net
migration of children aged 10-14 to the rings, undoubtedly reflect
the family characteristics of migrants to suburban places.
Overall, the gains in Negro population by the cities in the
1940-1950 decade were sufficient to counter-balance the losses of
whites and so produce a small net gain; but the exodus of whites
from the cities in the 1950s was of such proportions as to swamp
the Negro net in-migration of over a million and bring a net lass
of nearly 4 million.
1 We cannot, of course, know from the data at hand how much of this
movement is really llinterchange" and hO\'l much of it involves coming
from and going to places outside the Area.
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v. A note of caution
Our discussion so far has ignored most of the problems which
are inherent in the data presented. A number of the technical dif-
ficulties faced in deriving the estimates are noted in the section
on Methodological Procedures that follows, but no evaluation of the
estimates is contained therein. We hope eventually to do a fairly
intensive analysis of the relationship between net int~rcensal
migration, as measured here, and the S-year migration data from the
1960 Census of Population and to explore other related materials
that may throw further light on the validity of some of our findings.
A few items, however, should be noted now.
In the first place, we have not in the present report examined
the effect of inductions into and separations from the armed forces.
It is clear that for several Areas, notably Norfolk-Portsmouth and
San Diego, this factor has had an extensive effect on the data.
To some extent, the choice of the age group 20-34 in the previous
discussion \vas an attempt to minimize the effect of "military
migrationll - many of the points made would have been even more
dramatic if we had used only those aged 20-29 - but military migra-
tion undoubtedly still influences our data. We have attempted
estimates of civilian migration for white males in the 1950-1960
decade and Chart III shows the differences in pattern between
total and civilian net intercensal migration for this, the group
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A second factor, movement of college students to and from their
homes, also undoubtedly affects the patterns. Here again we hope
that further analysis of the 5-year migration data will throw some
light on the importance of this type of migration.
That these and other factors influence the data on net inter-
censal migration can hardly be denied. Nevertheless, a case can be
made for considering total net migration - regardless of its volun-
tary or involuntary, permanent or temporary elements - as the bas~c
movement affecting the Areas. Certainly in terms of impact on the
Area, on the demand for goods and services, for example. this is
true. And, in any event, as Chart III suggests, it is unlikely
that the basic relationships are widely distorted: the peak age of
net in-migration remains the same and net out-migration for the
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I. Population on which Census Survival Ratios are based:
A. 1950-1960 Census Survival Ratio populations:
The census survival ratios used in the computation of net
intercensal migration for the 1950-1960 decade are derived from
the populations presented in Table M-l and M-2. The primary
consideration in establishing these base populations was to
achieve the ITclosed populationll, which is the theoretical
requirement of the census survival method, as completely as
available data permitted. To this end three major categories
are included in the populations of Table M-l and M-2: The popu-
lation of the United States (50 states and the District of
Columbia); the United States population abroad; and the popu-
lation of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. Data for each of
these categories have been subjected to some modification from
those originally published in the census volumes.
1. Adjustment of 1960 base population:
a. Population of 50 states and the District of Columbia:
Data for native whites and Negroes by age and sex are
available for a 25 percent sample of the population only in the
1960 Census. Comparable data for the complete count of persons
enumerated in 1960 are available for all whites and all nonwhites.
Comparison of inflated sample frequencies with complete count
- 47 -
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data indicated pome age bias in the sample for the United States
as a whole. Moreover, for specific areas within the nation the
relative difference between sample and complete enumeration, age
group by age group, was often considerably greater than for the
United States. We tested data for white males in 15 cities and
for white females in 11 cities, relating the sample frequencies
published in the Series D reports of the 1960 Census to the
complete enumeration frequencies reported in Series B,l for each
of the 16 5-year age groups, 0-4 to 75 years and over, and dis-
covered that for 30 percent of the 416 cells (26 cities times 16
age groups), the differences between sample and complete count
amounted to 2 percent or more of the complete count figure.
Although discrepancies of this order were concentrated in age
groups above 50, they did occur at least once for each of the 16
age groups, and there were 21 instances (out of the potential
416) in which the deviations of sample from complete counts
exceeded 4 percent. For nonwhites, a similar test indicated that
differences between sample and complete counts were even greater.
In the light of these findings, we decided to estimate the nativ-
ity break for whites and the race break for nonwhites by applying
the sample ratios to the complete count data for each age and sex
group. This procedure was carried out for each state (and the
1 See following table for exact sources.
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District of Columbia) and the state estimates were summedto
obtain adjusted figures for the United States as a whole. An
example of the estimating procedure, using data for white males
in Pennsylvania, follows:
(1) (2)(3) (4)56





WhiteNa ive whitenativecount whitewhitewhite
0-4
548,135 546,7640.99750 .547, 476 0781,369·
·· ···
45-49 339,99 323 826
52 53 021 363
·
·
6 6 1 6 4 4 38 202
741 1189 8250 7 09 125
Negroes and !Iother races!l from nonwhite totals was the same as
Col. ( 3) = col. (2 ) .;. col. (1).




Col. (4) from U.S. Census of Po ulation: 1960, General Po ulation Char-
acteristics~Pen~~y~va~ia, Final Report PC(l -40B, Table 16.
Col. (5) = col. (4) x col. (3).
Col. (6) = col. (4)
Total all ages in eo1s. (5) and (6) obtained by summing estimates for indiv-
idual age groups.
Sources: Col. (1) and (2) from U.S. Census of Population: 1960, Detailed Character-




b. United States population abroad:











(c) Dependents of Federal employees
(d) Crews of merchant vessels
(e) Other citizens
The United States population abroad was classified in
other races, since it was published in Table 15 of the source
five categories at the 1960 Census:
order to utilize all information available for these categories.
cited for column (4) above. Therefore, the estimates obtained
white totals except that one additional step was introduced in
for Negroes and other races in cols. (5) and (6) were further
that used for estimating native and foreign-born whites from
The complete count total for all ages combined [comparable to
the totals in columns (5) and (6)] was kno~m for Negroes and
Source: U.S. Census of Population: 1960, General
Population Characteristics, U.S. Summary,
Final Report PC(l)-lB, Table 43.
Category (e), !lother citizens!l, was enumerated on a vol-
untary basis in 1960 and no attempt to enumerate this group was
made in 1950. It therefore seemed advisable to exclude it from
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required for the base population and utilized 1950 ratios to












(a) Total whites in armed forces abroad, 1960
(b) White males in armed forces abroad, 1960
(c) Ratio (b) : (a)
(d) Total native-whites in armed forces
abroad, 1960
(e) Estimated native-white males in armed
forces abroad [ (c) x (d) ] 1960
(f) Estimated native-white females in armed
forces abroad [ (d) - (e) ] 1960
(g) Nonwhite males in armed forces abroad, 1960
(h) Nonwhite males in armed forces abroad, 1950
(i) Negro males in armed forces abroad, 1950
(j) Ratio (i) : (h)
(k) Estimated Negro males in armed forces
abroad, 1960 [ (g) x (j) ]
Sources: (a), (b), and (g) from 1960 Census Table 43, as
cited in text.
(d) from 1960 Census Table 67, as cited in text.
(h) and (i) from U.S. Census of Population: 1950,
Volume II, Characteristics of the I'opulation,
Part 1, U.S. Summary, Table 35.
sources to estimate the sex, nativity, color, and age breakdowns
obtain a further breakdown of nonwhites into Negro and "other
racest1• An example of the procedure, using data for males in
the armed forces abroad, follows:
these categories is available in U.S. Census of Population: 1960,
only the other four categories.
Data for each of the four categories (a) - (d) are
Report PC(l)-lC, Table 67. We combined data from these three
available by color and sex in the source cited above and by age
the Census Survival Ratio base population in 1960 and to include
General Social and Economic Characteristics, U.S. Summ~ry, Final
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The totals in (e) and (g) were distributed by age as
the total for all males in the armed forces abroad, and the age
estimates for nonwhites were distributed between Negroes and
other races by the ratio calculated in (j) above.
The procedure was carried out for males and females in
each of the four categories listed above. The individual esti-
mates were then summedto obtain the estimated distribution by
age, sex, nativity, and race for the United States population
abroad.
c. Population of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico:
The total population of Puerto Rico was assigned to the
native white category in setting up the base population for 1960.
Several considerations went into this decision. In the first
place, no distinction by color· was made in the 1960 Census for
Puerto Rico and we could find no reasonable basis for estimating
a color break. Data from the 1950 Census indicated that the
proportion of nonwhites in the population, which was about 20
percent in 1950, had been falling steadily since 1899.1 However,
since these decreasing proportions of nonwhites occurred while
the total population of Puerto Rico was growing at an intercensal
1 Data from the 1950 Census for Puerto Rico are from U.S. Census
of Population: 1950, Vol. II, Characteristics of the Population,
Parts 51-54, Territories and Possessions, Tables 11, 12 and 13
for Puerto Rico.
~·_--~~~_·:"~==",",,~7,"·"'-~""~-'»-~~~·''':_7_=_''''''~'''''""'''''-·--··C:-·~='''' -;"", "", '''''~-C=="':-~=.',,"=-~-
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rate of from 16 to 21 percent there seemed little justification
for extrapolating a trend into the 1950-1960 decade, when the
total population increase for Puerto Rico fell sharply to 6.3
percent. Moreover, even if we had estimated the number of non-
whites in 1960, we would have been faced with the further problem
of estimating their age distribution.
In addition to these considerations there is the factor
that the Census Bureau's decision to abandon the color distinction
in Puerto Rico was presumably dictated by the assumption that
there were no significant economic and social differentials
between whites and nonwhites in the Commonwealth. If this assump-
tion is correct, one should logically make the further assumption
that it would be erroneous to treat the two groups differently
in computing or applying census survival ratios.
Data distinguishing the native born from the foreign
born are available by age and sex for the sample population in
1960 and for the total population, all ages combined, in 1950.
The foreign-born population at each of the two census dates was
so small (0.4 percent of the total population in both 1950 and
1960) that it seemed wiser to include it with the native than to
attempt adjustments of sample to complete count data in 1960 or
estimates of age distribution in 1950.
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2. Adjustment of 1950 base population:
a. Population of 50 states and the District of Columbia:
In 1950, as in 1960, the age-sex distribution of whites
by nativity and of nonwhites by race are available only for the
sample population in the United States (as defined in 1950) and
in the 48 states and the District of Columbia. Here, again,
there is evidence of age bias in the sample and this, plus the
fact that we were adjusting 1960 statistics, indicated the
desirability of adjusting the sample to the complete count tabu-
lations available for all whites and all nonwhites. The procedure
is similar to that used for 1960 data except for an additional
step introduced to adjust the estimates to the complete count
total available for native whites of all ages combined. An example,
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Sources: Cols. (1) and (2) from U.S. Census of Population: 1950,
Vol. II, Characteristics of the Population, Part 38,
Pennsylvania, Table 53.
Col. (3) = col. (2) ~ col. (1)
Col. (4) from ~., Table 15
Col. (5) = col. (4) x col. (3); total in col. (5) by
addition of specific age groups
Col. (6): Total all ages from ibid., Table 14; specific
age groups By applying ratio~:i ~~i:~~~to data
for each age group in col. (5)
Col. (7) = col. (4) - col. (6)
The same procedure was used for estimating the age dis-
tribution of nonwhites by race. The adjusted data for each of
the 48 states and the District of Columbia \1ere then summedto
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obtain the United States totals and to these \vere added data for
Alaska and Hawaii.
The relevant tabulations for Alaska and Hawaii were
done for the lTcomplete countlf population in 1950 and, therefore,
it was not necessary to do the sample-to-complete count adjust-
ment for these two areas. Data for native whites and foreign-
born whites by age and sex in 1950 were therefore picked up
directly from Table 96 of the 1960 Census reports for these
states.
The disposition of nonwhites in Alaska and Hawaii posed
somewhat greater difficulties. In Alaska, nonwhites were separ-
ated into ltAboriginal stockll and "Other RaceslT in the 1950 Census
and Negroes were not distinguished separately. We assumed that
there were no Negroes in Alaska in 1950 and allocated all non-
\'lhites to our classification "Other Racesll.
For Hawaii, the numbers of Negro males and females in
1950 are published in the 1960 Census state report (in Table 15)
but no data are available on age distribution. The numbers
involved are small (2,033 males and 618 females) and we assumed
the same age distribution for each sex in 1950 as in 1960, using
our adjusted IIsample-to-complete counttt figures for 1960.
b. United States population abroad:
The procedure here was essentially the same as that






was that available data made it unnecessary to estimate nativity
by sex for the whites or race by sex for the nonwhites in 1950.
The sources used in making the required estimates are those cited
above for 1960.
c. Population of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico:
The disposition of the population of 'Puerto Rico in 1950
is discussed above in the section concerned with 1960 data for the
Commonwealth. Figures used for 1950 are from u.s. Census of Popu-
lation: 1950, Vol. II, Characteristics of the Population, Parts
51-54, Territories and Possessions, p. 53-27.
B. 1940-1950 Census Survival Ratio populations:
The definition of the base population used in computing census
survival ratios for the 1940-1950 decade differs from that used
for 1950-1960 in that it includes only the population of the con-
terminous United States, that is, the 48 states of 1950 plus the
District of Columbia. This definition was adopted to maintain
comparability with previously publiShed estimates of net inter-
censal migration for states.l The only adjustment of published
data is the reconciliation of sample to complete counts for 1950,
lEverett S. Lee, Ann R. Miller, Carol P. Brainerd, Richard A.
Easterlin, Population Redistribution and Economic Growth, United
States, 1870-1950, I, Methodological Considerations and Reference
Tables, 759 pp., Mem. Amer. Philos. Soc., Vol. 45, 1957.
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which was accomplished by the procedure described above on p. 54.
The adjusted 1950 population used in computing 1940-1950 Census
Survival Ratios is presented in Table M-3. The 1940 population
used is that published in the U.S. Census of Population: 1940,
Vol. II, Characteristics of the Population, Part 1, Table 7.
C. 1930-1940 Census Survival Ratio populations:
The base population for this decade is defined as for the
1940-1950 decade. Data from which the survival ratios were
computed are as published for both 1930 and 1940 in the source
cited for 1940 in the previous paragraph.
II. Computation of Census Survival Ratios:
Once base populations have been established, computation of
Census Survival Ratios is straightforward. The number of persons
reported in a given sex-age-race category at one census date is
divided by the number reported for the same cohort at the pre-
vious census, that is, the same group when it was ten years
younger. The resulting ratio is the Census Survival Ratio for
that specific group over that decade.
Table M-4 presents CSRs for the decades 1950-1960 and 1940-
1950. The first set were applied to the 1950 populations of our
areas to obtain the expected populations in 1960 and the second
set to 1940 populations to obtain expected populations for 1950.
~- ----- .
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CSRs for native whites were applied to both native-white and
foreign-born white populations and those for Negroes to the
Negro population. We have not at this time attempted to estimate
expected populations (and, consequently, net migration) for
"other nonwhites" because of the difficulties in determining
appropriate Census Survival Ratios for so heterogeneous a group.
However, we hope to be able to handle the problem at a later date.
CSRs applied to 1930 populations to obtain expected survivors
to 1940 are shown in Table M-5. For this decade, Everett Lee's
analysis of materials for a previous study indicated that some
adjustment of CSRs for native whites \~s advisable before applying
them to the foreign-born white population in this and earlier
periods. We have used the adjustment factorsl he developed in
computing the CSRs sho\vn in the bottom panel of Table M-5 and have
applied these adjusted CSRs to the foreign-born white populations
of our areas.
III. Adjustment of Area populations:
Area data published in the censuses of population provided
the observed populations to which Census Survival Ratios were
applied in order to obtain expected populations - that is,
expected survivors - at the following census date. They also
1 Lee, et al, op. cit., Table 1.9, p. 55.
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provided data against which expected populations were compared
in order to obtain estimates of net migration to the area between
two censuses. It is, therefore, necessary that statistics for
each area at each pair of contiguous censuses be as comparable
as possible. The function of the Census Survival Ratio itself
with respect to certain enumeration and misreporting problems
has been discussed elsewhere.l Here we are concerned only with
certain technical problems relating to coverage in specific areas.
A. 1960 populations:
Two adjustments of published data for 1960 were undertaken.
The first, adjusting for changes in city boundaries between the
1950 and 1960 census dates, was done for selected areas affected
by such changes, and the second, adjusting sample to complete
enumeration counts for the nonwhite population by race, was per-
formed for each Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area and
central city in our study.
1. Changes in city boundaries:
Estimates of net migration to cities between 19S0 and 1960
in this report include only migration to areas within the 1950
corporate limits of the cities; for cities whose political
boundaries changed during the decade, net migration to ttannexedll
1Lee, et al, op. cit., p. 26 ff.; K. C. Zachariah, IlA Note on the
CensuS-Survival Rat10 Method of Estimating Net Migration,tt Journal
of the American Statistical Association, Vol. 57, No. 297, p. 175.
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areas, that is, areas within the city in 1960 but outside of it
in 1950, is included in the net migration to the ring of the
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area rather than to the central
city. This latter group, cities with territorial annexations,
includes well over half the cities in the study. Unpublished
tabulations of 1960 Census data permit the adjustment of 1960
city populations, by age, sex and color, to exclude persons living
in "annexed" areas so that statistics for 1960 directly comparable
with respect to geographic coverage to data published for 1950 can
be derived. A previously issued reportl presents the adjustments
for cities in this study. As indicated there, the effects on
1960 population totals are sizeable for a substantial number of
cities; any analyses of migration estimates should be undertaken
with these adjustments in mind.
2. Adjustment of sample to complete enumeration:
The adjustment of sample to complete enumeration counts
and the procedures followed have been discussed above, on p. 47 ff.
Th~ method outlined there is identical with that used for areas
except that we have adjusted data only for nonwhites by race.
Our initial analysis for whites in the 1950-1960 decade does
1 A. R. Miller and B. Varon, Population in 1960 of Areas Annexed
to Large Cities of the United States between 1950 and 1960 by
Age, Sex, and Color, Technical Paper No.1, Population Studies
Center, University of Pennsylvania, November 1961.
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not distinguish between the native and foreign born and since
complete count data are available for the white population by
age and sex the adjustments were not necessary for this color
group.
B. 1950 populations:
Area populations for 1950 \'lere used in t\'lO contexts, first,
as the bases to which Census Survival Ratios were applied in
order to obtain expected populations in 1960; and, second, as
the observed population against which to compare expected
survivors from 1940. Two adjustments of published data were
undertaken ~mich affected the statistics in both contexts; a
third adjustment affects 1950 data only in relation to the 1940-
1950 estimates of net migration.
1. Adjustment of sample to complete enumeration:
As noted above on p. 54, only sample data are available
for whites by nativity and nonwhites by race cross-classified
by age and sex. The procedures described earlier for the United
-States \'lere followed again for each area.
2. Changes in definitions of Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Areas:
The definitions of Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
in the 1960 Census of Population are used throughout the present







1950 Census volumesl to adjust statistics for those Areas whose
definitions changed between 1950 and 1960. Since the only age
distributions for county data in 1950 were for all whites and
all nonwhites we had to estimate age distributions by nativity
and by race. In general, our procedure was to distribute the
foreign-born white total for each sex in the added counties2 by
tne age distribution of foreign-born whites in the Standard Metro-
politan Areas as defined in 1950; that is, we assumed that the
foreign born population had the same age distribution in the
added counties as it had in the original SMA. We then subtracted
these estimates from the age tabulation for all whites in the
added counties to obtain estimated age distribution for native
whites. A comparable method was followed in estimating the race
breakdown for nonwhites by age.
For a few areas the procedure had to be changed slightly
because of special problems.
3. Changes in city boundaries:
As noted above, net migration to cities between 1950 and
1960 refers to cities as defined in 1950. Similarly, net migra-
tion to cities between 1940 and 1950 refers to cities as defined
l County data by age, sex and color are availaple in Table 41 of
the report for each state, U.S. Census of Population: 1950,
Vol. II, Characteristics of the Population.
2 Available in ibid., Table 42.
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in 1940. The adjustment for changing city boundaries affects
1950 data, therefore, only in their capacity as observed popu-
lations against which to compare expected survivors from 1940.
The problem of territorial annexations by cities during
the decade of the 1940s is less easily handled than that for
the subsequent decade since the Census Bureau made no attempt
to isolate T1annexedttareas in the 1950 Census enumeration
procedures. Fortunately for us, Donald Bogue, in preparing
his monograph on population change during the 1940s,1 estimated
the effects on population size in 1950 of boundary changes
during the decade. He very kindly lent us his work sheets, in
which estimates of the age, sex, and color composition of
t'annexed" populations were available, and we have incorporated
his estimates into our series. Differences between his estimates
of net migration2 to cities for the white population and ours
for native and foreign-born whites combined arise from differ-
ences in the Census Survival Ratios used in deriving the estimates;
differences between the two city series for nonwhites also arise
from minor differences in the Survival Ratios and from the fact
1 Donald J. Bogue, Components of Population Chan~e, 1940-1950;
Estimates of Net Migration and Natural Increase for Each Stand-
ard Metropolitan Area and State Economic Area, Scripps Foundation,
Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, 1957.
2 Ibid., Table V, p. 116 ff.
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that our estimates are for Negroes only, whereas Bogue's include
other nonwhites as well. The series for Metropolitan Areas and
rings are additionally affected in a number of Areas because
Bogue prepared his estimates for Areas as defined in 1950 and the
present estimates refer to 1960 Area boundaries.
C. 1940 populations:
1. Populations of Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas:
The Metropolitan Districts used in the tabulations of the
1940 Census of Population were not defined in terms of county
boundaries. We have therefore assembled the data for all counties
included in each SMSA in 1960 from the county tabulations in 1940.
These data are from the 1940 Census of Population, Vol. II, Charac-
teristics of the Population, Table 22 of the report for each state.
2. Adjustment for college students:
In the 1940 Census of Population, and in earlier censuses,
college students were enumerated at the place of residence of
their parents or guardians even if they were living away from
home while studying. Starting in 1950, college students living
away from home were enumerated at their college residence. This
change in procedure has the effect of overstating in-migration
to areas having large resident college populations and overstating
out-migration from areas which send students away to college in
greater numbers than they receive students from outside. Again,
- 66 -
we have been fortunate in being able to utilize the careful
estimates prepared by Donald Bogue in his study,l and the
statistics on net migration for the 1940-1950 decade presented
here have been adjusted to include students living away from
home in 1940 in their area of college residence.
D. 1930 populations:
Data on the 1930 populations of all counties included in
each SMSA in 1960 were assembled from the 1940 Census source
cited above for the 1940 populations.
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.~
l- 1960 Population, as Estimated for Use in Computation of 1950-1960






All ages 75,700,788 77,148,964 4,571,950 4,828,995
Note: Includes population residing in the 50 states, the District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico, and United States population abroad in 1960. Sources are










































































































































































Note: Includes population residing in the 50 states, the District of Columbia,
Puerto Rico, and United States population abroad in 1950. Sources are















































































































































1950 Population, as Estimated for Use in Computation of 1950-1960






































1950 population, as Estimated for Use in Computation of 1940-1950
Census Survival Ratios, by Sex, Nativity and Race, and Age








5 884 05 65 150 30292
10 14
4, 1 , 817 0 0141 9 429 9
- 9
6 9 70 3 6 7 54 3 1
20-24
6 6560 5 2 2 1261 1 3
25- 29




708 ,8 , 42 729
4 0-44
8 3 92 9 41
L'~5-49
3 5 5 56 4 52 96 9992 6 3 91 11 5
60-64


































Note: Includes population residing in the 48 states and the District of Columbic
Sources are given in accompanying description of Methodological Procedure~
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and end of decade
MaleFemale Male
1950-19600-4
to 10-14 1.014131.019661. 042174 20
5-9





2 2 3 3
1 0035099 9 46
25-29 to 35-39
9620 6 97 31
3 3 4 4
9312 281 7485 0578 7
4 4 5 5
2 575 8~ 2 08 94 3
50 54 60 64
83180 9O. 3263
5 59 6 6
622 7 78





8443 47 05 23 75 5916 000860 45 .3 707 4
5
81 6 2O. 7 6
Sources: Tables M-1, M-2, M-3, and U.S. Census of Population: 1940, Vol. II,






Census Survival Ratios Used to Compute Net Intercensa1 Migration
1930-1940
Age at beginning





Sources: U.S. Census of Population: 1940, Vol. II, Characteristics of the
























































Figures are shovm to the last digit for convenience in
summation, not because they are assumed to be accurate to
the last person.
The symbol ( ... ) indicates a magnitude of zero.
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Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for










3 53 9- 0043,86 295
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Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for







1,2621,909-9,749-8, 7521, 110 66
15-19
682,1 36 4514 591406 42
20-24
65 5 32 8602 79 3 27 8 0
5 9
0 826 86 79
30 34
4 02 77 21 3321, 6359
35-39




6 3 5 7
5 5





























Net Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and. over,











1 657268-1,3 7-34 2 1
20-24
5 1 74-271,9-1,48 9
25-29









































Net Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,













2 56792 51123 801 1557 323 79313 7
30-34
9 0813 65 6
35-39
-10 -8 7 02 02 2 40 75
4 -4
6 769349 6038 8 84 76 1 86 5
5 5






































* The Boston SMSA, as defined in this r·eport, consists of Essex, Middlesex,Norfolk and Suffolk Counties in Massachusetts; this definition differsfr m that used in the Censuses of Population.
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Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for













-2, 545004,642 508 13 007
20 24
3 0971 42-3,2161 881193 03
29




2 .7 47 296
4 1\.4










































Net Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,








Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area , Cities and Rings









2 5096 60825 8337 1858 34223 793
20 24
8 430 2,6 15,4613,0 66 83 395240 598
3 3
26 26 99 47 2
35-39
7 9 2-39, 67
4 4
-2 7 04 38612 423
5 5
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Table I
Net Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
~fuite and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and Over,











2132 308-2, 26-5761,018 4
20 24
705 4215853,5 4 93 70-1, 92
3 3










































Net Inte~censal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,















10 4, 122 348 9 06
30 34
9,47 81 8 16 66
35-39
87 53 7 36 08
4
- 9-12, 9302 8 727 378 099
5 5







































Net Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,











3 9 9767122,613 376
20 24








012 5 9 888
5 5

































Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for














3, 967 6 21 02395,29423
20- 24
7 613, 92, 54 85 0 19 1
5 29








































___ ~"~. __ ' •••••••••,••• '0'
_lID1
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Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area , Cities and Rings
Da~ton, Ohio









4 12,023- 9- 0,42 6
20 24




5 83 771 939 20
35-39
514 5 86 76
4 4





































Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for















9 469122 74, 606 2
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Net Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,











-9,961, 37-19 4415 2659 4763,7 8
20-24
-1 ,5 7 62315 0 07 22 51613,414 9 45 09 9 828 503
3 3
5 80376 33 6 91
35-39
4 7269 931 1 6
4 4












































Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for











2 70462-7 64173,451 6 5
20 24














































Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area , Cities and Rings


















































Table INet Intercensa1 Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for









0 166 15876 4 0, 59
20-24
















































*Not available for the city.
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Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for










2, 85 6737 1;3-4215 0866 09
20-24
21 9, 77522 07 8
5 29




7 9 l5 0 031 1
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Net Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,


































































































































































































































Net Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,









-6,437-5,9673 3 1170 62 90
15-19
4 0 432541 8 832 4
20-24















































Table INet Intercensa1 Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area , Cities and Rings








-233,0 72 01 032 6914, 8
20-24
99 83712,69 56 4
29
10, 630 01 11 665 .610
30-34




0-4, 4 4 356313 5 4 5
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Net Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, Cities and Rings































































































































































Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and Over,Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area , Cities and Rings










6 0 52173 6 4776
20 24
9 8111 296,931602 82, 069 3 496
3 3
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Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for








1,0051, 07-6,431-6, 387,4367,3 5
15-19
-923583 '1 9052 102 96
20 24
624,0 8-811948733,9445 54 6766 2-2,956 2079
3 3
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Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for












4,8776 2 623 5600857-481 433
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Net Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,













8 21110 01 296 948 1
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Net Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,



















































































































































































































Total 9,806 11,244 9,534 10,991 272 253
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Table I
Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,











, 568 4491 512,959
20-24
5 019,7 2 4,90137
5 29
4 2410,3 1 858-3,8 7
30 34


























-2, 7364865 1 8, 8
39
-3,889 1.40- 4 -2,239
753
















Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for



























































Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for













1, 781 8504991,3281 6 9
20-24

















































Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for












-5, 021 5 74 773 6-722, 60
20 24
9 4465- 2,5 5 92 33271 99-2, 824 62 9
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Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for

















834 0 84 8
4 4
765 42 2 1 8 22 91 243
5 5





































Table INet Intercensa1 Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
vlliite and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area , Cities and Rings











-5,905-4, 67-59 95655,2 854,0515 ,7 1
15-19
-21 2 23 8 437,97919 7616 273 590
20 24
43 6 2022 0,01
- 29
31,07 6413 6 67 4
3 3
20, 4 89-3 ,4686 11128
35-39
3 881 456 37
4 4
12 494 2 830 8 8 034 595
5 5








































Net Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, Cities and Rings








Table INet Intercensa1 Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for








-280-38-2, 704- ,3952,4242, 57
15-19
12,303,1098 1 154,1721 7 4
20-24
21 836 784 5 8259-2,6 1 7-3,90 05995,6
3 3
1 3 ,6161 8- ,09-4 5
35-39


































Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area , Cities and Rings









1,4342 8 7-1, 761-3673 192 4
20 24
4 6515 52 01,2304 4 15703655-8229 2
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Table INet Intercensa1 Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for














1,64 0027902 9 1983
29
2 9 656021 052 3643 7
3 3
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Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for










4 443 91 50- 7 915 590383
20-24















































Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for













9 8 4-8799 1
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Table INet Intercensa1 Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for











-11 354-4,1 55 22 286 1431 87
20-24
7, 75 5 73 305-1 9 2368
5 9
3 -6 5, 31
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Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for













3 588-1, 2 132 9 5
25-29
,6061 48-2 5,8072 8
3 3
3 1 3993 945
35-39






































Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
vfuite and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,

























































































































































































































Table INet Intercensa1 Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area , Cities and Rings

















32 0 66 299 8
35-39
31-1 24 44 8 805
4
- 00 9- 39 1
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Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for









2,2282,1 9-4,3 3-3,9196,5516 08
15-19
9 885 07 5- 271 ,603
20 24
365-9 192410,6 4 234-3,0 59603401 717 55 679
3 3













































Table INet Intercensa1 Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
~lliite and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area , Cities and Rings










40 4 80 9202 1 117,377 79
20-24
36 296 4189 28 93
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Table I
Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,











1 ,8 83 11 324,65
30 34




-1, 070 31796, 5,61,4 5 65 2
5


































-33,2955 ,1 1, 5
San Francisco-Oakland, Calif.
Age in
1960 Male Female Male Female
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Table INet Intercensa1 Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
~fuite and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area , Cities and Rings
San Francisco-Oakland, Calif.
f


















































Net Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,









4,5874,2 6-3,980-3, 958,5 78 1 1
15-19
1 315-85,0 323 92
20 24














































Table INet Intercensa1 Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area , Cities and Rings
Tampa-St. Petersbur~, Fla.Age in



























































Net Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negro Population 10 Years of Age and over,







































































































Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for











883931- 75 0-7 632 02 900-1,6 52 8,
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9,8 41 , ,7 6, 5
Negro











6 6 i70-74 ...-41i'5+ ,I'Total 6~i~;~~~...J
'/'-
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Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for
White and Negra Papulation 10 Years of Age and aver,Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, Cities and Rings








7 29 367- 73,5580 501925
20 24
24 962 74 734 432070 31-3,5 23 14
3 3
82 9 996 5
35-39
5 5 155 82 20 7
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Table INet Intercensal Migration, 1950-1960, by Sex and Age, for









4782,100632- 2703 7. 20-24 6 94 6 38591,581 032 2 9 381-4,30 34 8 53 7845
35-39
32 03 2 15 4,
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Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,














4 12 572 62 81,1 5 9
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Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
























































Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born vlliite, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,

































Atlanta, Ga. - Negro10-14



















Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,










8 13 18185, 492
20 24
8 5 91 27 045 59 010 62, 5,6 16
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21 9568 094-2, 3
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Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native tVhite,































1 7, 04 23
Birmingham, Ala. - Nati ve \.vhite10-14

















Table IINet Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,













































Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10. Years of Age and over,














594 6121-2, 6 5
30-34
















-3 , 2, 4885-1 9





























* The Boston SMSA, as defined in this report, consists of Essex, Middlesex,Norfolk and Suffolk Counties in Massachusetts; this def1nitioft differs£rom that used in the Censuses of Population.
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Table II
Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native ~lhite,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,


































6, 70296 73 3
Buffalo! N.Y. - Native \Vhite10-14
54-2,95- , 852, 20
1 -19
- , 5 5-2,44 28
20-24
60 07-1, 0 11,3
5
1 72 44 2 74
3 3
5 96 8, 68 5
35-39
-3 7 3 1
4








2 4 0,, 11
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Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
























































8 06 7 5
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Table IINet Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native vfuite,





Chica~ Ill. - Native Vfuite
10-14
-6,967-6,201-1 8414, 269,8178 5 5
15-19
3 0 62 08345-6 58,9494, 42
20 24




















-29 2 3, 98, 40
















Table IINet Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native \Vhite,











10 88514,6 99, 43 31826
,-29


















Chicaao, Ill. - Northwestern Indiana
Standar Consolidated Area - Native White
10":14
-6,607-6 16841 , 726, 7715...;19
2 94452- 5
2 ;24
7, 15- 230-3 1,4352,
407 2 055
-5,046


















- , 9, 8, 2
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Table II
Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,






Chicago, Ill. - Northwestern Indiana














8- 2-61, 843-1, 95- , 532, 35
5 5











Chicaao, Ill. - Northwestern Indiana




















Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,












2, 515 03 1154 6691494 82 07 8
3 3
- , - 2-4,826-3, 73,3773 5
35-39
12 3 6,0 82
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Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native t~ite,





























































Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,




















6 26, 95 6
9
7- ,0 9,4 3, 6
50-54










5 48 213 8
Total
1, 21- 7 9 698




































8 17 856 59624 6 78
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Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,

































Dallas, Texas - Native White10-14
70-1,- ,,4 04
15-19
2 8 7588 74,6 7 8
20 24





















Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native vfuite,

















































Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native \Vhite,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,






Dalton, Ohio - Native White
10-14
1,488,509-1,358-1,1 42, 462 693
15-19
7542, 91-8113041 56 7
20-24












































Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,




























































Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,



















































Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,









-2, 81 724-6, 013 2 13 2154 9 5
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3 4- 31 2
Total
00 , 2, 59






















Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native vfuite,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,






































, 10692 9581,8594 9247
A-0-

















Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native vlliite,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
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Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,






















































Table IINet Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,










































, 7-1, 65 0
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3-1, 44-1, 7611 8
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Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born vfuite, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,























































2, 7, 57 47
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Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
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Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,



































Jersey City, N.J. - Native White10-14


























Table IINet Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
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Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,












3 44395 6919082 7 17 584, 70668 31
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Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
































Louisvi11e~.-Ind. - Native Wh te10-14





















Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,


















































Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,












1 83253 476 87
20 24
39 4748 73 9231
25- 29
7 9 274 12 7
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2 7393,400 - 842,
5 5
3 - 22,5 3 5 5 174
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Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,












2 9 34 61,5442, 2
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Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
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Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native \Vhite,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
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Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
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Table IINet Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,



































Miami, Fla. - Ne~ro10-14
-15-1
1 1












Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,






































































































































































































































Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
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Table II
Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age., for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,


























































Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
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Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, Cities and Rings
Ai~5~ I Male Female I Male Female


























































































































































Table IINet Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,Standa d Metropolitan Statistical Areas, Cities and Rings
I
I
Age in 1950 I
Male FemaleIMale






















































Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,




















































60- ,0 7- 361
Total
7 316- ,895-2,8 39,026
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Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native vfuite,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
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Table II
Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
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Table II
Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native ~lliite,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,






New York, N.Y. - Native White
10-14
-7,470-6,58518 1 815, 0710, 7189,222
15-19
-16 31-2 7 97 6 66 9554,1
20 24
, 3655 634-2 33 81 914 26460, 97 4
30-34
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Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,


































8 , 864 6
New York-Northeastern New Jersey*
Standard Consolidated Area - Native White
10-14
-5,5- ,620 , 05
15-19















- 5 , 30965, 1
1~
t1City" includes New York City, Newark, and Jersey City; data for each ofthese cities are presented in the tables for their respective SMSAs.
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Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for. Native White,






New York-Northeastern New Jersey
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51 2- , 00 660- 1
Total
4 686
New York-Northeastern New Jersey
Standard C nsolidated Area - Ne~ro
10-14
,9, 11, , 8
4 -4950 54













Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
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86, 4442 1 09 59
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Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,


















































Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,















































Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,







Table IINet Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,































Philadelphia, Pa.-N.J. - Native White10-14








5 187 029 3
4 -4
-5,7 5346 25 15 14, 24 1
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Table II
Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
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75+
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Total
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Table IINet Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
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Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,

































Pittsburgh, Pa. - Native White10-14
-3,121- ,7662,6 47-47
15-19
7 4 816-5, 4
20-24
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Table IINet Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,



























































Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,






Portland, Ore. -vJa sh. - Nati va. \'lhi te
10-14
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Table IINet Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,

































Rochester, N.Y. - Native White10-14
























54 595 93 2
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Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,































































Table IINet Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
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Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Nutive White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
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Table IINet Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,



























































Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,














San Die~o, Calif. - Native White
10-14
4,855,6 19891,1013 66~ 5 0
15-19
6 9924, 69 431 07 4 92 70
20 24
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Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native vlhite,


































































Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native vJhite,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, Cities and Rings

































































































Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,Standa d Metropolitan Statistical Areas, Cities and Rings.
.
Age in 1950 I
Male FemaleIMale





22 923 9 8 5,4722,0 8
20-24
40 7383 5 1 11,8677 06
5 9
209 16 0 9280 0
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Table II
Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, Cities and'Rings
Age in































San FranCisco-Oakland, Calif. - Foreign-born White






























































Table IIlTet Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,Standa d Metropolit Statistical Areas, Cities and Rings
I
I
Age in 1950 I
Male FemaleIMale





5 13 560 9231,07
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Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
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Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,


































Toledo, Ohio - Nativ vlliite10-14
7- ,2 761,0551041 0 7 88, 57936
30-34
-1,2 -1, 7 32, 347
35-39
















Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native vJhite,
Foreign-born vlhite, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
















































Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native tVhite,




























































Net Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
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Washington, D.C. -Md. -Va·. - Native vJhite10-14
2,6253,26- ,85,4765 77
1 -19
9 4916 37 38
20 24
2 97 2, 641 0
25-29
























Table IINet Intercensal Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
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Washington, D.C.-Md.-Va. - Negro10-14

















Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native vn1ite,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
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Table IINet Intercensa1 Migration, 1940-1950, by Sex and Age, for Native vlliite,
































Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for" Native White,
Foreign-born vfuite, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
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Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born vfuite, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
Age in



























1 , 4 087
Birmingham, Ala.
10-14
5 6680 91 476 6 56 6
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Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,





































* The Boston SMSA, as defined in this report, consists of Essex, Middlesex,Norfolk and Suffolk Counties in Massachusetts; this definition differsfr m that used in the Censuses of Population.
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Table III
Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born vfuite, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
Age in
Native White







-4642,0 1535092 02 561
20 24
10 626, 778843 1 07937 8551 2338
3 3
615 9-3,081 002 34 9-11,3-8,17673 3 461,459
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3 2 43 , 926







59 1-4 0 430, 0-94
-
7 5- 875 198 50
7 +
3 -2 0 8
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Table III
Net Intercensal Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
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Table IIINet Intercensal Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
Age in
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Net Intercensal Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,









































Net Intercensal Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native White,












11,163,2153 48 82 199 7
5 9
9 236 39420564 08
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Net Intercensal Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born vlhite, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
















































Net Intercensal Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
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Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,












1, 19 07222 7 33 92495685
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Los Angel~s-Long ~each, Calif.
10-14














4012 5,25, 09 12 1
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Table III
Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born vfuite, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
Age in
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Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native vlliite,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
Age'in
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Milwaukee, \:Jisc.
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Net Intercensa1 Migration) 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native vlliite,
Foreign-born vfuite, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,


























































Net Intercensal Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native vlliite,
Foreign-barn White, and Negra Papulation, 10 Years of Age and aver,
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Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native vfuite,
Foreign-born vfuite, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,





























New York-Northeastern New Jersey
Standard Consolidated Area
10-14





Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
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Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born vfuite, and Negro Population) 10 Years of Age and over,Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas
Age in
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Table III
Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1930-1940) by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born vlhite, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
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Table III
Net Intercensal Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native \Vhite,
Foreign-born ~fuite, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,





































Net Intercensal Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native vfuite,




















































Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,


















































Net Intercensal Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native vfuite,
Foreign-born Vfuite, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
















































Net Intercensa1 Migration, 1930-1940, by Sex and Age, for Native White,
Foreign-born vfuite, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
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Tulsa, Okla.
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Foreign-born White, and Negro Population, 10 Years of Age and over,
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